Glycosyltransferases as Potential Drug Targets
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Glycoconjugates, existing as glycoproteins, glycolipids and proteoglycans on cell surface, are involved in many biological processes, such as cell-cell communication, signal transduction, immune response, and microbial adhesion and infection [1]. Structures features of glycoconjugates are vital in specific biological processes, however, change dramatically during disease development such as malignant transformation [2]. Glycosyltransferases (GTs) manage the biosynthesis of glycans and glycoconjugates, and thus play essential roles in these biological processes [3]. Therefore, intervention of GTs has attracted remarkable interest for drug development since inhibitors of GTs can potentially interfere pathological processes, in which the GTs are involved [4]. With the recent advances of glycomics and chemical glycobiology, the considerable potential of GTs as drug targets has been revealed and prospective strategy for GTs inhibition have been developed, especially in therapeutic areas of inflammation, cancer and infection diseases. This Editorial highlights the recent advances in drug development targeting GTs.

In general, GTs transfer sugar nucleotide donors onto suitable acceptors for glycans and glycoconjugates biosyntheses [5]. Both donor and acceptor substrates are recognized by GTs binding pockets. Therefore, donor, acceptor and bisubstrate analogues have been proposed as potent inhibitors of GTs [6]. It is common to modify the sugar moiety of donor nucleotide analogues for developing GTs inhibitors. Pesnot et al. recently reported a strategy by modifying the base moiety of donor nucleotide for GT inhibitor development [7]. The authors found that 5-substituted UDP-Gal derivatives bind the Leloir-type galactosyltransferases (GaTs) just as well as the natural donor but inhibit the GaTs catalytic activity potentially. In this study, they demonstrated that the 5-formylthien-2-yl group blocked a significant conformational change upon substrate binding and locked the enzyme in an unproductive conformation, and thus inhibit the GaTs activity. In addition, they found that this strategy works against other GTs [8]. The strategy aimed to modify the base moiety of donor nucleotide may provide a valuable way to develop potent GT donor analogues inhibitors.

It has been recognized that most donor nucleotide analogues have poor membrane permeability and thus may have poor pharmacokinetic property in vivo due to their highly hydrophilic and negative charge nature. Recent chemical glycobiology advances verified that GT donor nucleotide biosynthetic pathways could tolerate various sugar analogues of nature for the biosynthesis of glycan structures within cells [9]. Therefore, these pathways could be exploited in an alternative way to generate GT inhibitors. Gloster et al. first demonstrated that unnatural sugar precursor could be used as potential GT inhibitors since it could be metabolically converted to the corresponding sugar nucleotide donor analog by the cell and then inhibit GT as it bound but not used as a substrate by the enzyme [10]. By taking the metabolic advantage of the relaxed substrate specificity of enzymes in the sialic acid and fucose salvage pathways, recently, Rillahan et al. reported that sialic acid and fucose analogs could serve as selective sialyltransferases and fucosyltransferase inhibitors [11]. In this study, they showed that peracetylated sialic acid and fucose bearing a fluorine atom proximal to the endocyclic oxygen are membrane-permeable and could be converted to the corresponding sugar nucleotide analogs intracellularly, and then effectively inhibit the synthesis of sialylated and fucosylated glycan epitopes. This study demonstrated that membrane permeable sialic acid or fucose analogues may have good pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics targeting GT enzymes that decorate glycans with sialic acid or fucose. It is known that sialyltransferases and fucosyltransferases are involved in oligosaccharide such as sialyl lewis X (SLex) biosynthesis, which plays key roles in host-pathogen interactions and leukocyte trafficking [12]. Overexpression of SLex is linked to chronic inflammation conditions and various cancers. Therefore, selective and effective inhibition of these enzymes provides a promising strategy for drug development for the treatment of inflammation and cancer disease. This study further indicated that GT-targeting metabolic inhibitory mechanism may provide a promising strategy for drug development.

On the other hand, cancer cells often express many aberrant glycoforms when compared with normal cells [2]. It is known that the expression of highly branched N-glycans is distinctly enhanced during the proliferation of different cancer cells and metastasis [13]. Therefore, inhibitors and modifiers of the biosynthesis of such highly branched glycans would prevent the high expression of the aberrant glycoforms and thus may become potential candidates for cancer therapy. Nishimura et al. reported a metabolic inhibitory mechanism on human prostate cancer cell proliferation by N-acetylgalactosamine (GlcNAc) derivatives [14]. Particularly, they found that per-O-acetylated GlcNAc with a fluorine atom at the C4 position is a precursor of the metabolic inhibitor of human cancer cell proliferation, and showed higher inhibitory effect on PC-3 cell growth than that of 5-fluourouracil or cisplatin. This study was another example to use metabolic inhibitory mechanism as a potential drug development approach targeting GTs.

Overall, GTs plays key roles in many biological processes of human health and disease, such as inflammation, cancer and infection diseases. Therefore, GTs are potential drug targets in a range of therapeutic areas. GT inhibitors are potential lead compounds for drug discovery. Conventional donor nucleotide analogues have been proposed as inhibitors of GTs but have less chance to be developed as drug candidates due to their poor membrane permeability. Recently, metabolic inhibitors of GTs show great potential to modulate glycosylation and thus present a promising platform for developing drugs for various diseases. Continued advances in glycobiology and glycomics study will uncover the physiological and pathological roles of various glycoconjugates and related glycan processing-enzymes such as GTs and thus will provide tremendous opportunity for drug development. Particularly, understanding of the functions of glycoconjugates and the mechanism of glycan-processing enzymes in pathological pathways will be crucial for validating new potential medicines.
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therapeutic GT targets and eventually discovering new GT inhibitor-based drugs for therapeutic applications.
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